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Abstract

Business processes compliance monitoring checks whether running business processes comply with involved semantic constraints, i.e., compliance rules. Business processes in modern enterprise are rarely supported by a single and centralized workflow system, but instead implemented over different applications (e.g., CRM, ERP, WfMS, and legacy systems). The running data (i.e., events) about process executions are scattered across these applications. Under the circumstances, understanding the compliance of running processes entails the compliance monitoring enabling to correlate events from different applications and even different cases (event correlation herein is identifying events related to the same compliance rule instance). This paper introduces a framework named as bpCMon for business process compliance monitoring. bpCMon consists of an expressive compliance rule language ECL and a rule system ERS. ECL is a pattern-based form all language for specifying compliance rules of multiple process perspectives, and also allows for describing event-correlation conditions. ERS, generated from compliance rules in ECL, in turn plays as a compliance monitor enabling to correlate events efficiently by means of an indexing structure created from event-correlation conditions. The applicability of bpCMon is demonstrated by experiments on a real-world data set. Overall, bpCMon enables business process compliance monitoring meeting real-world requirements.
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1. Introduction

Business process compliance (BPC) requires that business processes are executed in conformance with prescribed and approved sets of compliance rules. The latter may stem, for example, from norms, standards, and laws (Sadiq, 2011). In general, there are compliance checking approaches of various kinds taken on different phases of process life cycle to enforce the BPC, e.g., a-priori checking at design time or a-posteriori checking based on the event logs of completed process instances.

However, a-priori checking is not always sufficient, since process instances may deviate from prescribed process implementations (Schonenberg, 2008). Furthermore, in many enterprise systems, processes are not model-driven, but more or less hard coded in the respective system (de Lenoi, 2016). In turn, a-posteriori checking might be inapplicable for decision making when quick reaction is needed for compliance violations. These thus emphasize the need for run-time compliance checking, i.e., compliance monitoring.

1.1 Problem statement

Business processes in modern enterprise are rarely supported by only one centralized workflow system. Instead, business processes as well as related compliance rules may refer to activities whose executions are supported by different applications (e.g., CRM, ERP, WfMS, or legacy systems) (Reza Montahari-Nezhad, 2011). The information about processes executions, i.e., events, which refer to the facts about activity execution, are scattered across different applications, and also in many cases there does not always exist in-build mechanisms, with which events are collected and correlated to process instances (Perez-Castillo, 2014). In this context, understanding the compliance of the executions of processes with respective to involved compliance rules is a challenging issue.

Unlike existing works on BPC, which in general implicitly assume the input events are already correlated correctly to the same process instance (Ly, 2015), the compliance monitoring in this circumstance is required to enable to correlate events, which may be generated separately from different applications and even different process instances (also known as cases). Note that in this work, we assume that events are collected and fed into compliance monitors through relevant message oriented middleware (MOM, e.g., ActiveMQ or Kafka) as Figure 1. The event correlation here is identifying events related to the same compliance rule instance, which corresponds to one-time triggering of compliance rule. Considering Example 1 from financial domain, it consists of compliance rules B1-B3, which arm at frauds prevention in the context of bank transactions. For the compliance rule B1, which concerns with bank transfer transactions, it was triggered by one transfer event, if there was another related transfer event with an amount exceeded €10,000 (suspicious transfer) occurred at maximum 30 days before. Here, these two transfer events, which occur from different cases, are correlated with respective to the rule if they satisfy a certain
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Example 1. Following compliance rules address the prevention of frauds in banking domain [Basin, 2013, 2015]:

B1. Every bank transfer of a customer, who was involved in a suspicious bank transfer (e.g., with an amount greater than €10,000) within the last 30 days, must be reported afterward within 2 days.

B2. The sum of withdraws from credit card account within 30 days, must not exceed the limit of €10,000.

B3. For each user, the number of withdrawing peaks over the last 30 days does not exceed a threshold of 5, where a peak is a value at least twice the average over some time window (30 days).

condition, e.g., with the same customer and/or account. From then on, the transfer event, the trigger of the rule, was required to be followed by one report event, which was correlated for the triggered rule by the information of, e.g., customer and/or transaction ID, and may be generated from relevant reporting system.

On the other hand, compliance rules, as constraints for executions of business processes, usually refer to multiple process perspectives, including:

- Control flow perspective, which refers to the occurrence, absence, and temporal order of activities, e.g., compliance rule B1 requires report activity after transfer activity.

- Data perspective, which refers to constraints on attributes of activities, e.g., compliance rule B1 restricts the amount of transfer activity, i.e., greater than €10,000.

- Time perspective refers to time-interval relations between activities, e.g., compliance rule B3 refers to the time interval of a period of 30 days as well as within 2 days.

- Resource perspective refers to roles and organizations who are related to perform activities, e.g., compliance rule B2 concerns with withdraw activity performed by customer.

Altogether, to address the aforementioned challenge, the framework for compliance monitoring, which normally consists of the language for specifying compliance rules and the monitor for ensuring the BPC, needs to meet following requirements:

- (R1) Multiple process perspectives. It must allow for specifying and monitoring of compliance rules that refer to multiple process perspectives, including the control flow, data, time, and resource perspectives.

- (R2) Event correlation. As stated before, compliance monitoring in modern enterprise is required to enable correlating events, which may be generated from different process instances or even applications, for involved compliance rule. The compliance rule language hence needs to support specifying the correlation between events, and then the compliance monitor should have the capability of identifying those correlated events accordingly.

- (R3) Efficiency. Under the context of potentially large numbers of running process instances, efficient monitoring mechanism is needed to deal with correlating and reasoning over large volumes of events.

1.2 Contributions

This paper introduces the bpCMon framework, which consists of two parts: event-based compliance rule language (ECL) and event reaction system (ERS). More precisely, major contributions made in this work are summarized as follows:

- Event-based compliance rule language (ECL): ECL builds on the notions of event and event-relation patterns. It allows for specifying compliance rules referring to multiple process perspectives. Furthermore, it provides the way to specify correlations between events.

- Event reaction system (ERS): ERS is a rule system that serves as compliance monitor for compliance rules in ECL. ERS is able to cope with multiple process perspectives. By a tree-based index structure, ERS allows for efficiently correlating events. ERS differs from existing rule systems (e.g., Drools [Drools, 2015], Jess [Friedman-Hill, 2003]), not only in the rule form, but also in the structure of working memory.

Evaluations for bpCMon: we implemented a proof-of-concept prototype and applied it to a real-world data set from Dutch Academic Hospital.

1 https://github.com/PingFair/bpCMon
Table 1. Overview on related works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>works</th>
<th>R1_c</th>
<th>R1_d</th>
<th>R1_t</th>
<th>R1_r</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph-based</td>
<td>MonbuconEC (Montali, 2010)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BPMN-Q (Awad, 2011)</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eCRG/CRG (Ly 2011, Knuplesch 2015)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic-based</td>
<td>MonbuconLTL (Maggi 2011)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MonPoly (Basin 2015)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Giblin, 2006</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turetken, 2012</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern-based</td>
<td>Mulo, 2013</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bpCMon</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>MOP (Chen, 2009)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOGFIRE/Drools (Havelund, 2015)</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘+’ full support, ‘+/−’ partial support, ‘−’ not supported; ‘av.’ available, ‘n.a.’ not available.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 defines the language ECL. The ERS compliance monitor is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is the implementation and evaluation of bpCMon. The last section concludes the paper and also gives an outlook on future work.

2. RELATED WORK

The monitoring of business processes compliance requires first specifying compliance rules by languages in formal and unambiguous way. Based on the characteristics of adopted languages, existing works of this category can be classified into graph-based, logic-based, and pattern-based ones.

MonbuconEC (Montali, 2010) specifies compliance rules by the graph language Declare (Pesic, 2006), which is extended to support specifying metric time as well as activity life cycle. The rules in Declare are then translated into axioms of the event calculus, on which the monitoring mechanism of MonbuconEC depends. Based on the Declare as well, MonbuconLTL (Maggi, 2011) translates the rules in Declare into Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), and relies its monitoring on colored automata. However, these two works mainly aim at control-flow perspective, and have limited supports for the data perspective, and also consider neither event correlation nor aggregations. Works (Ly, 2011, Knuplesch, 2015) utilize the (extended) Compliance Rule Graph Language (CRG) to support the control flow, data, time, and resource perspectives. They annotate CRG with markings, colors, and texts to describe the states of compliance rules. These annotations hence enable to detect and highlight root causes of compliance violations. In addition, BPMN-Q (Awad, 2011) is also a graph language extended from BPMN and enables to specify compliance rules of control-flow as well as partly data perspectives.

MonPoly (Basin, 2015) aims at monitoring compliance rules in metric linear temporal logic (MLTL). By rewriting rules for MLTL formulas, MonPoly enables to support compliance monitoring for various perspectives, including event correlation. To specify compensations for violations, work (Giacomo, 2014) proposes the Linear Dynamics Logic (LDL) by combining LTL with regular expression. However, it only provides a theory without any further performance data.

The REALEM framework (Giblin, 2006) enables specifying compliance rules by three compliance rule patterns. These patterns are then translated into executable
rules for the specific infrastructures. Note that, our approach includes more patterns, besides these three patterns. Works (Turetken, 2012, Elgammal, 2014) proposed a pattern-based language CRL to capture compliance requirements. The patterns included in CRL range from control-flow to data as well as resource perspectives. However, these works mainly concern with introducing rich compliance patterns. In addition, works (Mulo, 2013) proposes a domain specific language (DSL) for specifying compliance rules and apply complex-event processing for compliance monitoring. However, these works are restricted to the control-flow perspective yet.

MOP (Feng, 2009) is claimed the fastest monitor for parametric finite state properties with formalism-independent specification. In MOP, approaches of trace slicing and indexing structure enable monitor to attain quite efficient performance. However, MOP does not yet support data aggregation. The work (Havelund, 2015) implements a rule system based runtime engine, i.e., LOGFIRE, by ramifying RETE algorithm. The ramifications include introducing a double-indexing among related nodes for speeding up token matching. However, once some fact in the node was updated, each related nodes as well as the indexing mappings would need to be updated synchronously. These thus might undermine engine efficiency. Besides, from the specification aspect, the work has limited supports for specifying control-flow perspective in high level.

To sum up, representative works from above different fields are selected and compared according to their supports for the monitoring requirements R1-R3, wherein, R1 is further divided into R1_c, R1_d, R1_t, and R1_r to correspond to the perspectives of control-flow, data, time, and resource, respectively. As indicated by Table 1, bpCMon, together with MonPoly, fully supports the requirements R1-R3. But for the efficiency requirement, as shown in the evaluation section of our technical report (Gong, 2016), bpCMon is comparable to the known fastest monitor MOP, and outperforms MonPoly as well as rule engine Drools, which is selected as a representative for RETE-based rule systems, since LOGFIRE is not yet publicly assessable.

3. Event-based Compliance Language

Basic concepts of this work include event, event instance, and event matching. In this work, events are the way of describing the useful and relevant facts about activities executions, e.g., for the bank transfer, suspicious transfer event refers to the executed transactions with amounts greater than \( \text{€10,000} \). On the other hand, an event instance is used to describe the fact of one activity executed at certain time point, e.g., one transfer with amount \( \text{€12,000} \) occurred at 12:00 01/09/2016, is an event instance, which in fact is belonged to the suspicious transfer event. There is then one relationship between event and event instance, i.e., event matching, to depict if one event instance is belonged to one event.

3.1 The definition of ECL

Compliance rule in this work is a constraint referring to the desired property of executions of processes. As implied in (Dwyer, 1999), most of finite-state system properties can be classified into two basic patterns, Precedence and Response, i.e., event \( p \) is always preceded (followed) by event \( q \). They can also be equally rewritten as, whenever event \( p \) occurs, event \( q \) must occur before (after). Note that, within the patterns, there are some essential ingredients: the trigger for activating patterns, e.g., the occurrence of event \( p \); the target constrained by patterns, e.g., event \( q \) which must occur before (after) when the rule was activated by \( p \); the scope as pattern takes effects on, e.g., a trace scope specified by the qualifier always. These ingredients form the basis for control-flow patterns. However, as mentioned above, compliance rules usually refer to multiple perspectives, including control-flow, data, time, and resource. The patterns hence need to be extended to include more elements for other perspectives. More specifically, within ECL, for data and. resource perspective, introduced elements include the structure of event, and event-correlation condition; meanwhile the time constraint is also introduced for metric-temporal relations among events. We term as event-relation patterns for the patterns which are composed by these ingredients. Currently, the patterns introduced in the ECL are: before, after, when, beforeSince, and afterUntil. Syntactically, these patterns, as predicates together with events as variables, form a signature for ECL definition.

Definition 1. (ECL) For an event \( e \) and an integer \( t \), the event-based compliance language ECL can be defined as follows:

\[
ecl := \text{event} + \text{tmf} +
\]

\[
tmf := \text{always} \text{emf} | \text{exists} \text{emf} | ! \text{emf} | \text{tmf} \& \& \text{tmf}
\]

\[
\text{emf} := \text{f} | ! \text{emf} | \text{emf} \& \text{emf}
\]

\[
f := e | \text{ors}(e) | \text{constrained} f | \text{before}(t, f, e, econ)
\]

\[
| \text{after}(t, e, econ) | \text{beforeSince}(t, e, f, e, econ)
\]

\[
| \text{afterUntil}(t, e, f, e, econ)
\]

\[
econ := e_{attr}=e_{attr} | econ \& \& econ2
\]

\[
tc := [t, right]
\]

Right := \{d|h|m|s\}

From the definition, the structure of ECL consists of two parts, i.e., events part and rules part. The events part is for events definitions which form an alphabet for ECL formula, whereas rules in rule part are specified in trace-matching formulas (TMF for short) \( \text{tmf} \); which is defined by extending
event-matching formulas (EMF) emf from time-point scope to the trace scope by always or exists qualifiers as well as negation and conjunction operators. An EMF emf is built on a set of atomic formulas, which correspond to event-relation patterns. Within the atomic formula, besides the control flow specified for the involved events, it also includes time constraints tc and events correlation condition econ.

Example 2. Every bank transfer of a customer, who has within last 30 days been involved in a suspicious transaction (e.g., with amount greater than 10,000), must be reported within 2 days.

//events part
e1 = (1, 'transfer', [ customer, amount, tId ]) ;
e2 = (2, 'transfer', [ customer, amount > 10000 ]) ;
e3 = (3, 'report', [customer, tId]) ;
// policy part
rule1 = always( before( [0,3d),e2,e1,e1.customer=e2.customer)->
after( [0,3d],e1,e3, e1.customer=e3.customer &&
e1.tId=e3.tId ) )

4. Event Reaction System

To monitor the fully featured ECL, it is necessary to have a uniform and powerful analysis mechanism. In this section, event reaction system (ERS) is proposed, which in fact is the rule system plus working structure.

Definition 2. (Event Reaction System) Event reaction system is a 2-ary tuple ers = (rs, ws), where:
(1) rs is a rules system with reaction rules, where reaction is a sequence of operations over working structure;
(2) ws is a working structure in charge of organizing instances for their efficiently storing and assessing.

Table 2. The descriptions for each operation in rule system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#d(i, ta, tr)</td>
<td>when tr instance was occurred, delete all correlated ta instances from related value structure in i IIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#g(i,ta,tc)</td>
<td>when tr instance was occurred, get all correlated ta instances within time interval tc from related value structure in i IIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#w(i,ta,tc)</td>
<td>write ta instance as a new fact into related value structure in i IIS for correlated tr instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#fail/succ(ta,e,tr)</td>
<td>when tr instance was occurred, create a new t-type failure/success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#next</td>
<td>terminate the execution of current operation and go to next operation if there is, otherwise read the next event instance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ge(i,ta,tc)</td>
<td>when tr instance was occurred, check whether there exist correlated ta instances within time interval tc in related value structure of i IIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#empty(ta,tc)</td>
<td>check whether it is empty for the value structure related to ta and tr in i IIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#eval(constr)</td>
<td>evaluate whether the attributes constraint constr is satisfied in current moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#tcn(ta, tr)</td>
<td>compare the temporal order of ta instance with tr instance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where: ta, tr are events representing respectively the target and trigger of operation, i is a symbol for instances indexed structure IIS within working structure, tc is the time constraint, and constr is the attribute constraints for event.

Different to the net-like working memory in RETE algorithm or other rule engines, ERS working structure is of tree structure including index and bounded queue.

4.1 The rule system of ERS

The rule system of ERS specifies relevance reactions when event instance is read and matched. It is therefore consisted of reaction rules in a form, e → c_reaction. Semantically, the reaction rule means, when the trigger e is matched, then reaction c_reaction is invoked and operations in c_reaction are executed as specified, where operations include various operators on working structure as Table 2. A rule system rs is deterministic if there do not exist any two rules in R with the same let hand, and ERS is deterministic if its rule system is deterministic. In this work, only deterministic rule system is considered.

For right hand of rule, i.e., c_reaction, it could be an operation op as well as a compositional reaction, which is composed by operations with sequential operator “;”. For operation op, it could be an atomic operation, e.g., delete operation #d, write operation #w, etc., a conditional operation formed by conditional operator “? : “, or a composite operation by chaining operator “|”. Note that, the operators of sequential and chaining have different semantics and usages. The sequential operator is used to merge rule systems by connecting reactions with same trigger event to form one composite reaction, and when rule was invoked, each reactions within the composited reaction would be executed sequentially; whereas the chaining
operator is used to chain operations to one composite operation. The operations within the composite operation are normally executed sequentially, however, if there was one terminating operation among them, e.g., #next(), then the followed operations would be skipped. For the more formal and complete details, please refer to the technical report (Gong, 2016).

Example 3. For a TMF always (after( _, e6, e7, e6.caseID = e7.caseID)), which specifies that, for each trace, whenever e6 occurs, then e7 should occur after. Its rule system can then be specified as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RS} & : \\
& \text{when e6 instance occurs, writing e6 instance into the} \\
& \text{value structure for e6 and e7.} \\
\text{e6 \rightarrow #w(1, e6, e7)} & \quad \text{when e7 instance occurs, if there is related e6 instance} \\
& \text{in the structure for e7 instance, delete all such e6} \\
& \text{instances and create success for such e6 instances} \\
& \text{and e7 instance; otherwise read the next.} \\
\text{e7 \rightarrow #w(1, e6, e7) \ ? \ #d(1, e6, e7). \ #succ(2, e6, e7) \ ? \ #next()} & \quad \text{when and event occurred, if the structure of e6 for} \\
& \text{e7 is not empty, then create violation instances of} \\
& \text{type 3 for each such e6 instance; otherwise read the} \\
& \text{next.} \\
\text{end \rightarrow !\ empty(1, e6, e7) \ ? \ #fail(3, e6, e7) \ ? \ #next()} & \quad \text{delete all such e6} \\
& \text{instance requiring the desired trigger to be occurred} \\
& \text{after. IIS is then divided into two types: before IIS, wherein} \\
& \text{the stored target instance does not require certain trigger} \\
& \text{instance must occur after, and after IIS, where each stored} \\
& \text{target instance requires desired trigger instance must occur} \\
& \text{after. For example, for the operation \#w(1, e6, e7), it writes} \\
& \text{occurred e6 instance into after IIS, and for each stored e6} \\
& \text{instance, it requires desired e7 to be occurred; on the other} \\
& \text{hand, if changed 1 to 0 in the operation, the stored e6} \\
& \text{instance in before IIS would not require e7 instance to be} \\
& \text{occurred after. The working structure is then consisted of} \\
& \text{before IIS, after IIS, failures container, and success container.} \\
& \text{During monitoring, it stores relevance data including event} \\
& \text{instances as well as successes and failures. The compliance} \\
& \text{states, i.e., compliant, partially compliant, and violated, are} \\
& \text{determined by the configurations of working structure,} \\
& \text{which also include contents of containers of failures and} \\
& \text{successes.} \\
& \text{Due to the rule system and working structure, ERS gains} \\
& \text{the capability of computing the compliance of running trace} \\
& \text{with respect to related compliance rules. To leverage the} \\
& \text{power of ERS, compliance rules in ECL need to be} \\
& \text{translated into ERS-based monitors. Based on the structure} \\
& \text{of ECL formula, there are two translations for EMF and} \\
& \text{TMF formulas. They share similar steps, i.e., creating from} \\
& \text{formula working structures as well as rule systems. For} \\
& \text{the more detailed, please refer to the technical report.}
\end{align*}
\]

4.2 Instances indexed structure IIS

Value structure is an essential part for executing operations. To efficiently assess the correlated target instances for certain triggers in executing an operation, for example, \#g(0, a, tr), the value structure, storing ta instances, is equipped with an index which is defined based on the event-correlation condition between events ta and tr. In this work, we term the instances value structure with index as instances indexed structure (IIS) and its structure is depicted as Figure 3, which is of four layers and with storing mechanism, i.e., queue used in this work, as its leaf nodes.

**Figure 3. Instances Indexed Structure IIS**

Within the IIS, its core component is the value structure, which is used to store target event instances by queues and further equips such queues with indexes, which are determined by correlating sequence. As depicted with dashed rectangle in Figure 3, a value structure, defined as \(<\text{caseID}>, b, _>\), where \(<\text{caseID}>>\) is the correlating attributes sequence and \(b\) is the bound of queue, semantically corresponds to a set of pairs of queue together with related index values (i.e., ctuple), for example a queue \(\text{queue 6_7_01}\) and a ctuple \(<01>\) in the figure.

In fact, the IIS is built on following two basic operations during the compliance monitoring for data perspective, i.e., get instances and write instance. However, as for write operation, after target instances stored, there are two subcases with subtle differences regarding to whether the stored instance requires the desired trigger to be occurred after. IIS is then divided into two types: before IIS, wherein the stored target instance does not require certain trigger instance must occur after, and after IIS, where each stored target instance requires desired trigger instance must occur after. For example, for the operation \#w(1, e6, e7), it writes occurred e6 instance into after IIS, and for each stored e6 instance, it requires desired e7 to be occurred; on the other hand, if changed 1 to 0 in the operation, the stored e6 instance in before IIS would not require e7 instance to be occurred after. The working structure is then consisted of before IIS, after IIS, failures container, and success container. During monitoring, it stores relevance data including event instances as well as successes and failures. The compliance states, i.e., compliant, partially compliant, and violated, are determined by the configurations of working structure, which also include contents of containers of failures and successes.

Due to the rule system and working structure, ERS gains the capability of computing the compliance of running trace with respect to related compliance rules. To leverage the power of ERS, compliance rules in ECL need to be translated into ERS-based monitors. Based on the structure of ECL formula, there are two translations for EMF and TMF formulas. They share similar steps, i.e., creating from formula working structures as well as rule systems. For the more detailed, please refer to the technical report.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

5.1 Implementation

The basic structure of ERS-monitor is consisted of three parts, working interface, working structure, and rule system: 

- **Working interface**: acts as a data reader in charge of reading, filtering and matching instances from data source. It is implemented as Java interface `WorkingInterface`, including below essential methods:
  - `Instance next()`: read the instance from the data source;
  - `Event matchToEvent(Instance inst)`: match the instance to event;
  - `void init()` and `void close()`: initialize and close the working interface.

- **Working structure**: it is the core component of ERS, which is implemented as Java class, including beforeIIS,
Table 3: Violations for incompliant rules in MCC and MAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rules</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
<th>R7</th>
<th>R8</th>
<th>R9</th>
<th>R11</th>
<th>R12</th>
<th>R14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#violation(MCC)</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>2169</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#violation(MAC)</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>2169</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance of bpCMon monitor running 5 times for the hospital logs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rules</th>
<th>#eventInstances</th>
<th>#violation</th>
<th>time(sec)</th>
<th>memory(MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1-R16</td>
<td>151419</td>
<td>7085</td>
<td>5.39 / 5.49</td>
<td>378.3 / 350.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.936 / 5.492</td>
<td>326.5 / 294.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.143 / 5.406</td>
<td>377.53 / 335.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.361 / 5.648</td>
<td>293.69 / 240.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.370 / 5.471</td>
<td>385.51 / 328.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
phrases: at first phrase, the ERS monitor runs over the logs in case-by-case 100 times, i.e., monitoring in case-by-case (MCC). Within each running, a new composite ERS monitor is regenerated by merging each ERS monitors in randomly order. At second phrase, a composite ERS monitor runs over the across-case logs which is generated by mixing each case from the logs but keeping the order for each event instances from the same case, i.e., monitoring in across-case (MAC). After two phases tests, as shown in Table 3, no matter in MCC or MAC, the logs is compliant with five rules, R3, R10, R13, R15, R16, and for other rules, there are various numbers of violations. The findings are that: the independency of working structures for these formulas is demonstrated by the same violations number #violation in 100 times running from first phrase, and thanks to the event correlation of ERS, the applicability of bpCMon in across-case context is also indicated by the same violation numbers in MCC and MAC.

As for the running cost, it mainly consists of two parts: for ERS monitor running and for OpenXES caching all the event instances. Within Table 4, the symbol “/” is used to delimit the cost for ERS monitor (at the front) and OpenXES file caching (at the behind). From these cost data, it can be implies that, ERS-monitor is of practically efficient. For the factors influencing the performances of ERS-monitor, the event features and reaction rules length would be the main factors. Event features here refer to the event structure property and the sub-event relation among events. If the event consists of complex attributes constraints or there exist couples of events with sub-event relation, then the cost of event matching as well as reaction would be increased. In the test case, there are three pairs of events with sub-event relation. As for the memory cost of ERS monitor, it might be related to the working manner of OpenXES: loading all the data from logs file into the memory and then the data available for use. After data loaded, there is a memory overhead for ERS-monitor ranged from 8% to 20%.

6. Conclusions

Understanding the compliance of running processes in current enterprise is challenging since compliance monitoring needs to enable to correlate events from different applications and even different cases. This work presents a compliance monitoring framework bpCMon, which consists of: an event-based compliance language (ECL) for specifying compliance rules as well as event correlation condition, and event reaction system (ERS) as engine for compliance monitoring. Experiments on a real life hospital logs over 16 compliance rules indicate the applicability of bpCMon in case-by-case as well as across-case context, since its capability of correlating event.

As for the future works, from the practical view, a friendly interface is needed to support users specifying and managing their compliance rules; from the theoretical view, it is also important to further devise methods to resolve the rules conflict issue and the intersecting of working structures as well as their possible relations. In fact, such solutions would be the basis for addressing the scalable issue of the bpCMon when considering huge numbers of rules. Finally, further evaluations are also needed for the soundness of bpCMon.
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